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While we can’t say exactly what tomorrow will bring,
we can do lots to point our compasses toward the brightest stars.

Editor’s
notes

Greeting from 2014
JCI Kowloon President
Over the past 3 months, JCI Kowloon did several remarkable projects which
lead us to be a better person and also aim to empower participants with positive
changes. They show cased our 2014 goal to “Drive for Excellence”.
Being the hosting chapter of the first Leadership Development training of JCI
Admin, 36 people learned the JCI organisation structure and development
opportunity. Further with the co-hosting Camp with our Sister Chapters Pan Mac
Junior Chamber, not only gave us an wonderful time to have fun in campsite but
also a golden chance to link up our members together for enhancing our long
term sisterhood.
This year JCI Kowloon will proactively
redefine the projects direction in
order to echo the vision of “United to
IMPACT” from 2013 World Congress.
Together with our large scale projects,
the 7th Children’s Chinese Calligraphy
Competition will add-up the component
to connect with ethics minority group
for cultural exchange workshop.
Meanwhile the 4th Shelter Dreams will enlarge the circle of
engagement for youngsters to experience the poor life conditions
to amplify their sympathy towards those less fortunate than
themselves. We also are aware the importance of partnership and
our Business Speed Up will keep connecting with our 8 overseas
Sister Chapters for exploring business opportunity. With passion
to dream big, we start to initiate another new project which will
be a signature project for local youngsters and might also be an
Ambassador for Hong Kong’s 80s-90s youth.
Lastly, we also treasure our internal network and therefore a
brand new Past President table and Super Tuesday gathering
would bring our chapter a more young and energetic chemistry
and atmosphere.
Let’s Shine in 2014!

Justin Wong

2014 JCI Kowlon President

As winter begins to fade away into spring, we begin to launch new projects and
concepts. We travelled to Hunan Province to experience the life of underprivileged
students, and learn that there is more to this funding program than just simply financial
help. Meanwhile, we were busy with formulating various types of new activities to
provide more opportunities for our members to connect and develop.
A new year is upon us, and who knows what lies ahead? You can plan. You can
speculate. But the future is unpredictable. While we can’t say exactly what tomorrow
will bring, we can do lots to point our compasses toward the brightest stars. Let us
remember as we begin a new year that it is a childlike sense of passion that allows us
to make changes.

Welcome to 2014. What’s ahead for you?
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Greeting from 2014 JCI
Hong Kong National President
JCI Kowloon
After numbers of busy inaugural ceremony in begin of the year. All members has few days to
spend their Chinese new year holiday with their friends and family. May I this opportunities
to happy, healthy and prosperous Chinese New Year of the Horse to all of you!

Greeting from 2014
JCI World President
Dear JCI Kowloon Members,
Warm Greetings and Best wishes!!!
Let me first express my deep sense of gratitude to all of you for the hospitality and
affection you have shown to me during my last visit to Hong Kong. I am indeed
happy to speak to you through your first publication of the year. Your commitment
and dedication to JCI is truly commendable. Compliments to all…

Indeed, it is a privilege to serve as your 2014 National President. Taking this opportunity, I
would like to congratulate President Justin to take up initiative to continue promote Kowloon
Flagship project. 7th Children Chinese Calligraphy competition - to keep the Chinese
traditional artwork sustain the current Hong Kong society for the new generation. 4th Shelter
Dreams - a fundraising project for establish library in mainland China to give more reading
material for poverty area. 2nd Business Speed Up - a business exchange programme with
JCI Kowloon sister chapter and aim to extend to international level. I wish this meaningful
projects can be continued and unite our member and create impact.
This year JCI Hong Kong will proactive to promote [ACF] - “Active Citizen Framework”, which is
a key success to create positive and sustainable impact for society and our members. Every
year, JCI Hong Kong organizes a series of meaningful project, which includes Ten Outstanding
Young Persons, Nothing But Nets which is a global grassroots campaign to raise awareness
and funding to fight malaria, a major cause of death among children in Africa.
Once again, I wish JCI Kowloon continuous success in the year ahead.
Let’s Shine

Johnny Kwan

National President JCI Hong Kong

Greeting from 2014
National Assigned Executive Officer

The year 2014 is an important year for JCI. It marks the beginning of a shift of focus
from numbers to Impact. Every day we are facing more and more challenges which
needs our constant and united efforts. Our traditional solutions are no longer
sufficient for today’s challenges. The challenges of today requires more and more
young people to engage in their communities to make better solutions. I take this
opportunity to solicit your valuable support in our mission to bring sustainable
Impact. Let us all awake, arise and unite to impact the world with positive change.

It is my great pleasure to be the National Assigned Executive Officer of JCI Kowloon.
I feel warmly welcomed to join this big family and looking forward to strive for excellence
together with President Justin and his energetic board.
Having served Hong Kong for almost five decades in community service and leader
development, JCI Kowloon has done an amazing job in making an impact to Hong Kong.
Through community development projects like Shelter Dreams to increase awareness of
today’s youth in understanding the problem of poverty, and through the Children’s Chinese
Calligraphy Competition to enhance today’s children understanding on the essence of our
traditional Chinese Culture.

Let’s

Being the chapter with the most number of sister chapters, JCI Kowloon is well known for
her International Affairs. Not just there is an organized schedule in visiting sister chapter
in Malaysia, Mongolia, Japan and Korea, JCI Kowloon has also organized a joint project
with her Macau sister chapter, Pan Mac JC. And most importantly the continuation of its
International Business Project “Business Speed Up” (BSU) which facilitates the global
business development among JCI Kowloon and all her sister chapters’ members.

Sincerely yours,
Shine Bhaskaran

Other than above flagship projects, I am most impressed with the launch of “Pilot Program”
which is designed to uplift the corporate branding of JCI Kowloon and extend her impact
in social medias, including Facebook, Weibo, WhatsApp and Instagram.

2014 JCI President

This year JCI Kowloon is also taking a further step up and extending JCI movement by sponsoring establishment of a new provisional
chapter JCI Tsuen Wan, the 20th LOM in Hong Kong and a new force to create a better community in Hong Kong.
“Let’s Shine” is the slogan of JCI Hong Kong this year, but it’s also our belief hoping that all members will excel and be better together,
making optimal use of this learning platform. I am confident that President Justin and his dedicated team will have a legendary and
fruitful year.
Let’s strive for excellence together and make 2014 a year to remember for a lifetime.
Let’s Shine

Alvina Chan
JCI Kowloon NAEO
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Behind the Scene with

2014 JCI President

Shine Bhaskaran
Reported by Publication Director Ice Chin.

Q1. Your last visit to Hong Kong was 2011. How has your feeling changed towards
HK, especially now that you are the JCI president?
Shine: My feeling is the same, because I was very impressed when I visited HK in 2011. I can say
JCI HK is a role model for all National Organisations. When I see projects done by chapters in HK,
they are doing really good projects because JCI nowadays promotes survey before doing projects
in order to find out the real need of the society. In HK, almost all of the chapters do surveys before
the projects and also carry out evaluations after the projects. These steps are missing in some parts
of world. So HK really acts as a role model for JCI’s protocol. I’m really impressed of the wonderful
projects in HK after hearing the reports from chapter Presidents Thanks so much for that.

Q6. We can see many places are suffering from natural disasters. In addition to
monetary donations, what else can JCI do to help?

Q2. You have travelled around the world to visit different JCI chapters; do you
sense any difference between different countries? If so, how do you plan to
bridge those differences between chapters and promote consensus in terms of
JCI’s purpose and goal of 2014?

Q7. How do you make an impact as a Leader?

Shine: In the past 2 weeks, I visited Macau and then Taiwan. Although this is only the 3rd stop as
World President, I travelled many places when serving in previous JCI roles. What I see in various
places, some places concentrating on training, other places concentrating on fun. Our organisation
is not especially for fun. We want to be united to make impact on not only our members but also on
the society. We have to unify all our chapters this year to make a greater impact. I see here that your
organisations are already making good progress at making impact on society.

Q4. Would you share with us how you manage the pressure of being World
President and also how to pursue happiness in this role?
Shine: Some level of pressure is good as it drives outcome. But over stress can be dangerous and
detrimental to a person. Therefore, time management is important. To manage stress, we have to
plan early in our life, if you want to achieve anything; we have to start planning properly in the early
stage. In my personal life, I also do some meditation to relax my mind and make my mind powerful.

Q5. I have read your message on your website about how we “Unite to Impact”
and how to achieve sustainability. In the next 10 years, what will be the main
issues JCI will be facing and which problem do you aim to solve?
Shine: Our members mainly focus activities for once. I feel that we lost visibility of the community. I
feel in the coming years, we have to encourage our members to contribute to the society in addition
to personal development.

8
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Shine: Human resources are most valuable these days. If we can gather human resources to
expedite things for the community, it will be very helpful apart from the financial help. For example,
“Operation brotherhood” strived to mentor the people to increase their employment chance.
Shine: As a leader, I want to make sure all the chapters have sufficient resources. In 2013, I feel the
main obstacle for implementing active citizen framework is lack of know-how. Many chapters fed
back that they did not know how to do need analyses. So as 2014 World President, I want to provide
framework and guidance to local chapters.

Q8. In your JCI years, what projects have made big impression on you?
Shine: I was a chapter president at that time, there was an election going on. Under my presidency
term, we brought all the candidates to a platform for the voters to ask questions. This really gave an
opportunity for ordinary citizens to get to know the candidates and their policy.

Q9. How do you think we should promote “active citizen framework” to our new
members?
Shine: Active citizen framework can be used for many things in our life and applied to manage all
other projects. So I believe it will be useful to share this model with all our members.

Q10. Would you share with us your journey in JCI and what triggered you to join
JCI?
Shine: I first joined JCI In 1999. One of my friends told me about this wonderful platform to groom
myself. I thought this organisation would give me a good opportunity to groom me into a good public
speaker. However, I was scared at the time as I had never spoken in public. In the following month,
I was persuaded to enter into a program of public speaking training and competition. I was scared at
first, I never spoke in front of a microphone before, but I finally overcame my fear on the program day
and it was a life changing experience for me. After that, I found that JCI is the right place to develop
myself and give us the platform to give back the society.

JCI KOWLOON 2014 APRIL ISSUE
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Malaysian Sister Chapter:
International Affairs:

Back to 30’s of Shanghai: JCI
Macao’s Inauguration Ceremony
Reported by International Affairs Director Benson Pang

In a warm and sunny afternoon of 4th Jan 2014, President Justin, National Vice President Nelson, Vice President
Christine, Aron as well as International Affairs Director Benson and Full member Kester headed excitedly to
Macau for JCI Kowloon’s first IA trip this year- JCI Macau Inauguration Ceremony in Fisherman’s Wharf Convention
& Exhibition Centre with the theme “Connect Your Dream, Impact Our World”. We arrived in the afternoon for an
OC meeting with our Sister Chapter- Pan Mac Junior Chamber for a Joint members Training camp to be held on
22nd to 23rd of February in Hong Kong. Great hospitality was given with lots of fun and ideas exchanged!
The Inauguration Ceremony was smoothly
held with many networking opportunities on
understanding various meaningful projects
and contacts exchange during the dinner. The
highlight of the evening was that we managed
to have a long chat with JCI World President
Shine Bhaskaran by chance, discussing his JC
path and focus on “Unite to Impact” in 2014.
Of course, we did not forget taking many
valuable photos. What a sincere and inspiring
role model for all Jaycees!

Celebrating with JCI

Moreover, a whole crew of Japanese delegates
went on stage during the dinner to promote
ASPAC in Yamagata, Japan in June 2014 with
a customized song! Particularly impressed to
leave this party with a nicely made JCI luggage
tag as a souvenir to all participants promoting
international affairs! Hope to see some of you
in our Malaysia trip at the end of February
and Mongolia trip in April visiting our Sister
Chapters and more importantly, have fun
together!

Stay tuned.
10
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JCI Kuala Lumpur’s 60th
Birthday
Reported by Record and Recognition
Director Herman Lee

On 1st March 2014, I was honoured to be part of
making history; I got the chance to join our fellow
Jaycees in the celebration of our sister chapter’s
60th Anniversary. At a time when the temperature
in Hong Kong was still a chilly 10°C, I was enjoying
the warm weather in Kuala Lumpur, where it is
around 32°C all year round.
The 60th Anniversary was a grand affair, occupying
the ballroom of the Royale Chulan Hotel in Kuala
Lumpur for the whole evening.
In total, there were 8 delegates from JCI Kowloon,
including President Justin, Vice President Aron,
Directors Angus, Benson and Herman, Full
Member Pikki Leung and two other friends from
Hong Kong. Amongst the other 60 tables, were
sat government officials, past national presidents,
past presidents, incumbent presidents from JCI
Malaysia’s other chapters, senior members and
current members alike. In all there were around
700 guests.
With music and performers on stage, there was
not a dull moment; it was definitely a night to
remember. Everything just seemed to run so
smoothly. It was also a great chance to make build
on friendships and make new ones with fellow
Jaycees in our sister chapter, as well as a learning
opportunity as our own ‘big’ anniversary is coming
next year.
Our Malaysia counterparts also showed us great hospitality during our stay, showing us the city, and letting us into
local food secrets. As you would expect from a temperate country such as Malaysia, there was a wide choice of exotic
fruits and I was able to enjoy the king of fruits, durian, to my heart’s content.
I sincerely look forward to more learning opportunities like this one, as well as the chance to meet new friends from
different places.
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Joint Training camp with
Pan Mac Jc, MacaU
Reported by Vice President Christine Poon

Leadership
JCI Admin workshop
Reported by Vice President Christine Poon

JCI Admin, the 1st Leadership Development workshop, was successfully held on January 21st with full
attendance. With great presentation and knowledge sharing from Senator Ronald Kan, JCI Kowloon received
more than 50 applications for 30 limited seats.
The objective of the course was not to show participants the tricks to perform administrative work, but to
demonstrate how to (1) evaluate and understand the local organization dynamics; (2) discover creative ways
to improve the local organization efficiency including membership retention and extension; and (3) apply
succession strategies to provide development opportunities to all members; therefore, maximizing the
utilization of the organizational resources within the Local Chapter.
JCI Admin is an official training course of JCI. Those have successfully passed an online test 60 days after
attending the course could register as a trainer of the course in the future. As one of the affiliations of JCI
Hong Kong, JCI Kowloon is proud to have the opportunity to develop and train future leaders.
Special thanks to Head Trainer Senator Ronald Kan and Organizing Committee (OC) team - Chairman Keith
Tam, OC Kobe Chan & OC Carrie Wong - for organizing such an informative and practical training course.
Thanks to Supervising Officer NLDD Jack Lee, NEVP Senator Brian Kwan, President Justin Wong and VP
Christine Poon for their guidance and support. Last but not the least, thanks everyone who participated in
the course and sat for the online test. Without any of you, JCI Admin would not be a success.

12
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JCI Kowloon has established the most sisterhood relationships among all the
local chapters affiliated with JCI Hong Kong. We have been maintaining a close
relationship with each and every one of our sister chapters, espeically with Pan
Mac Junior Chamber in Macau due to geographical reason.
On February 22nd - 23rd, JCI Kowloon co-hosted a joint membership training camp
Legend of Excellence (the Camp) with Pan Mac Junior Chamber, the second joint
event after 30 years of sisterhoodship. The Camp was held at Tso Kung Tam
Outdoor Recreation Centre 曹公潭戶外康樂中心 with a group of 35 delegates.
It was an informative and interactive two-day training camp full of joy, happiness
and laugher. Not only had we created a stronger bond between the two sister
chapters, we had also learned the techniques to boost our self-confidence and
manage stress more effectively.
The Camp could not be a success without any of the Organizing Committee
members and head trainers. Special thanks to the four head trainers –
Senator Nelson Lin, 2014 National Vice President of JCI Hong Kong and 2011
President of JCI Kowloon, Johnathan Lee, 2012 President of JCI Kowloon,
Grant Lou, 2013 President of Pan Mac Junior Chamber, and Yuki U, member
of Pan Mac Junior Chamber - for organizing such a great training session at
the Camp. We would also like to take this opportunity to thank Chairlady
Catherine Sun, member of Pan Mac Junior Chamber, Vice Chairman Benson
Pang, International Affairs Director of JCI Kowloon, and various Organizing
Committee members for their hard work and contribution to the event.

We are looking forward to organize the next
joint event with our sister chapter Pan Mac
Junior Chamber soon!
JCI KOWLOON 2014 APRIL ISSUE
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Introduction
JCI Kowloon is honored to organize a large-scale community concern
project - “Shelter Dreams”. “Shelter Dreams” was initially launched
in 2011 and this year is the 4th consecutive year for the project. This
project aims to provide an occasion for the young individuals in Hong
Kong to experience the living condition of the poor; take them out of
the comfort zone and improve their adaptability to the environment.
The project hopes to inspire the young generation to appreciate life
and to serve the others in need through the contribution they make
towards the event.

1
3

Shelter Dreams is about staying out for a night, under a cardboard
built shelter, in which the participants can experience how it may
feel to stay under a poor environment for living, and to learn how to
make the best possible condition of shelter with limited resources.
In the events of Shelter Dreams held from 2011 to 2013, there were
more than 500 participants from various schools and supporting
organizations.
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Kick-Off Ceremony
Date
: June 2014
Venue : MegaBox L5
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Reported by

Shelter Dreams 2014
Event Day

Date
: 16 – 17 August 2014
Venue : Zero Carbon Building

Why Zero-Carbon Building?
Shelter Dreams 2014, which will be located at the “Zero Carbon Building (ZCB)”, located at the industrial-commercial
district of Kowloon Bay. The ZCB is managed by the Construction Industry Council (CIC).
The ZCB is surrounded by different industrial, commercial buildings, as well as major shopping malls, which can be
reflected as the direct reflection of a mini-Hong Kong. People who are inferior are required to work in the daytime,
earning money and resources in order to have a safe and proper space for evening accommodation.
The theme of this year's event is “deliver knowledge and future”. We hope that the project can give the Hong Kong
young generation an opportunity to experience the personal touch and direct feeling of those people who are inferior.
Many people do not have a very wealthy living condition but they are still trying their very best to gain knowledge, in
order to have a chance of improving their future.
Shelter Dreams is also a fund raising project, income from the event participants will be directly donated to the
students in Hunan, China for building school libraries.

Stay Tuned!
You may stay tuned with Shelter Dreams event through our Facebook Fans page:

2

1. 2014 President Justin visited school accommondation
2. Seeing those happy smiles are the best reward
3. Together with the kids

Community Development:

Trip to Hunan-Visiting
beneficiaries of Shelter Dreams
Reported by Steven Szeto

Visiting Hunan Province, China
Shelter Dreams is also a fund raising project, the participants’ contribution are donated to a non-profit organization,
Reading Dreams (閱讀夢飛翔), who builds libraries for the local schools in Hunan Province in order to improve the
education environment for children in poor areas.
To see what impact the project has on the local community, we assembled a team to visit those schools in Hunan that
received the donation from Shelter Dreams during 8-11 December 2013.
During those few days, we have been visiting primary and school schools; as well as visiting the dormitory of students
at the schools. The team also went to visit the families which have inferior living conditions. Shelter Dreams event
team have previously dispatched visiting teams to the schools in Hunan during the Year 2010, 2011 and 2012 as well.
In the last few years, the team has taken a lot of very valuable photos back to Hong Kong. In the December visit, the
Team has even taken videos in order to give the general public a clearer picture of the life of the students living in the
remote areas of China.

www.facebook.com/ShelterDreams.HK
14
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JCI Kowloon

lanuguration ceremony

Reported by Publication Director Ice Chin

1st Prospective Member
Orientation of 2014

Reported by
Business Affairs Director Angus Kwok

The first prospective members orientation of 2014 by JCI Kowloon was
successfully held on 17th February 2014. There were about 35 participants
in total and 5 of which became prospective members by the end of the
orientation.
The topic for the event was “Network for your success”. Our Past President
Franki Law shared how to build and maintain network within and outside JCI.
Most participants thought the content was useful and practical. In addition,
the seminar provided JCI information, such as the history of JCIHK and JCI
Kowloon, Opportunities in JCI, understanding what JC Career Path are and
recognizing how to become a JCI full member. Big thanks to Past President
Franki Law, Vice President Antonia Cho, Record Director Herman Lee for
their insightful sharing. We are also grateful for the effort and passion from
the Board of Directors, especially the support that we received from 2014
National Vice President and our National Assigned Executive Officer Alvina
Chan, 2014 National Honourary Treasurer and Immediate Past President Jade Chan, and our Past Presidents.
Last, but not the least, we not only need to thank our participants, but also our organizing committee which comprises Supervising
Officer Ray Cheung, Chairman Angus Kwok and OC members Annalia Wong and Joey Chan. The great effort from the OC team
made the event fruitful and informative.

It’s a great start for 2014. Let’s all “DRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE” in 2014!
In the past years, JCI Kowloon achieved a distinctive
branding through the devoted efforts of members in
launching a great number of activities to address issues of
concern to the community while providing the necessary
skills and network for members in leadership development.
With 2014 ahead of us, we are determined and prepared
in maintaining the fine tradition of Kowloon about unity,
continuity and the “drive for excellence”.
The 2014 Inauguration was held on Jan 11, 2014, which
marked the commencement of a new term of office for the
JCI Kowloon Board members and “Passing the torch 薪火
相傳” was the theme as we march into the 49th year since
our establishment in 1965.
We were honoured by the presence of many distinguished guests including The Hon. Mrs Regina IP LAU Suk-Yee, GBS, JP
Member of the Executive Council and Legislative Council, Past National Presidents and our sister chapters - Pan Mac JC
and JCI Kuala Lumpur Junior Chamber. Over 150 guests attended which is a great encouragement to all of us in JCI.

The JCI Kowloon 2014 President and Board of Directors were installed
by under the witness of our GOH.

The occasion was an even more auspicious one as we paid homage to Past National President and Past President Andrew
Wong, BBS by conferring him the title of Honorary Life President of JCI Kowloon.

JCI Hong Kong

lanuguration ceremony
16
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3-Dragon
New Year
Bonanz
Reported by Vice President Aron Wong.

The annual joint gathering of our 3 brother chapters, JCI Kowloon, JCI
Dragon and JCI East Kowloon kicked off the year of the Horse in style on
8th February 2014.
87 of our fellow Jaycees were dressed in their finest traditional clothes
to attend this once in a year occasion. There were many laughs, much
fellowship, food and drink.
Guests started to arrive at the Crystal Ballroom of the Cityview Hotel from
around 6 p.m. In attendance, apart from members and senior members from
our brother chapters, were 2014 National President, Senator Johnny Kwan,
National Immediate Past President Senator Paul Wu, our two National
Executive Vice Presidents, Senator Brian Kwan and Senator Anthony Leung
as well as friends from JCI Tsuen Wan, JCI City Lady, JCI Apex, JCI Victoria
and many more.

Chinese New Year
Lucky Walk at the Peak
Reported by Business Affairs Director Angus Kwok

Once the guests were seated, they were entertained by
a spectacular lion dance display performed by Jaycees
from the 3 “Dragons” including “Sleeping Lion” routine by
Benjamin Tang and Ricky from JCI East Kowloon; the “Seven
Star Dance” routine by BAD Angus Kwok and MED Ray
Cheung from JCI Kowloon, and Cai Qing from Charles and
Chi of JCI Dragon.
Our Honorary Life President Senator Andrew Wong BBS
chose the winning team for us and proceeded to talk to
the guests about the history of the 3 Dragons. It is amazing
to know that we have been brother chapters since 1980,
and that the fellowship between our 3 chapters has not
waivered in all that time.
The program proceeded to games, and a strong performance
by our 3 Presidents of writing Chinese Calligraphy whilst
blindfolded.
The evening was rounded off by a visit from the God of
Fortune accompanied by 2014 JCI Harbour President
Nathan Wong and his Board of Directors.
All in all, it was a thoroughly enjoyable evening, all
of which would not have been possible without
the hard work and dedication of the project
Chairman RRD Herman Lee, his OC which
included MAO Augustus Lee from JCI Kowloon,
Andrew So and Michael Shek from JCI Dragon,
and Nicole Chan and Benjamin Tang JCI East
Kowloon. Our MC’s ensured a lively atmosphere
throughout the evening, they were PRD Helen
Yeung (JCI Kowloon),Andrew So (JCI Dragon) and
Carmen Chiang (JCI East Kowloon). The project
was supervised by myself and 2014 Honourary
Treasurer Path Liu from JCI East Kowloon.

JCI Kowloon’s famous and traditional Lucky Walk cum
Chinese New Year Dinner Gathering 2014 (九龍青
年商會-馬年新春行大運) was truly a wonderful
kickoff for the Year of Horse. The walk had attracted
over 40 participants including our past presidents,
Board of Directors, full members, their families and
friends joining us touring around the Peak under the
beautiful weather. Many Past Presidents were generous
enough to give out “Lai See”- red packets to single boys
and girls. Everyone was full of energy and as happy as
they have ever been.
After taking a group photo in front of the Peak Gallery,
we started walking from Lugard Road and many stopped
at the Peak Lookout to view the panoramic Victoria
Harbor. After the walk, we proceeded to Treasure Lake
Seafood Restaurant in Central for Mahjong and card
games before the dinner.
Membership Team was grateful to see all of us had
a great time to catch up and bond with our fellow
members in this annual gathering. Look forward to
seeing more of you in chapter’s activities in 2014.

Special thanks goes to our 3 Presidents; Justin
Wong of JCI Kowloon, K.K. Hon of JCI Dragon, and
Pong Yau of East Kowloon for their sponsorship of
the liquid refreshment in the form of 30 bottles of
red wine for the event.
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2014 Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition

1st NOM
Champion of Champions
Competition in 2014
皇者之皇-青商知識及常識問答比賽
The 2nd Annual Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition is coming soon!
Do you still remember these happy moments?

Children’s
C h i n e s e
Calligraphy
Competition
The Children's Chinese Calligraphy Competition is one of the
signature projects of JCI Kowloon. It has different themes every
year to deliver our message to the children through Chinese
Calligraphy.
The 7th Children's Chinese Calligraphy Competition to be held
this year focuses on the theme -“未來。共融＂<Future .
Integration>. There are more than 60,000 South Asians living
in Hong Kong, many of them have children and family. We hope
to encourage them to improve their ability to listen, speak, read
and write Chinese and to integrate into the community.
This objective echoes the latest Government Policy Address
which promises to provide more support to South Asians living
in Hong Kong to learn Chinese from early childhood education
through to primary and secondary levels.
To achieve this, the event will be open to the local student in
Hong Kong as well as Ethnic minorities. The event will hold three
workshops in which awardees from last year′s competition will
serve as junior masters for teaching Chinese Calligraphy. Through
the workshops, we hope to engage the Ethnic Minorities in Hong
Kong to experience a unique Chinese culture and to build up
relationship among children from different ethnic backgrounds.
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2014 Inter-LOM JCI Quiz Competition

Do you still remember who were the
winners last year?
LOM Cup 分會盃:
Champion: JCI Queensway 經緯青年商會
1st Runner- Up: JCI Apex 晉峄青年商會
2nd Runner-Up: JCI Dragon 騰龍青年商會
President Cup 會長盃:
Champion: JCI Bauhinia 紫荊青年商會
NOM Cup 總會盃:
Champion: NOM Team led by National
Immediate Past President Senator Paul Wu

What is this? JCI Quiz Competition is one
of the Champion of Champions activities (青商皇者之皇
比賽) of JCIHK and it will be the 1st project in 2014. It is
an internal JCI knowledge competition and the 20 local
chapters will be invited to join with the objective to raise
the members’ interest and knowledge in JCI and related
matters, and thus enhance their sense of belonging
towards JCI. Participants will learn more about JCI from
this competition and also meet some friends from other
chapters! The questions will be provided and selected
from different areas relating to JCI protocol, parliamentary
procedures, JCI Constitutions, JCI General knowledge,
JCI Hong Kong Constitutions etc. Civic and current
affairs in Hong Kong will also form a small part.

When is this? It will be held on 27 April

Are you ready to win the 1st award
for your chapter in 2014?

2014 (Sunday) afternoon this year in Jordan Valley
St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School. Mark your diary
now!

Would you like to meet more friends
from different chapters?

Enrollment is now open!
For details, please refer to the
email and other promotions.
We look forward to seeing you
there!
JCI KOWLOON 2014 APRIL ISSUE
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Past President vs Advisor :

我們是前會長，也是一位能幹，
盡責和成功的顧問嗎 ?

Annalia (Cal) Wong:

Joey Chan:

“ Members from JCI Kowloon devote a lot of
their own leisure time and energy to different
projects without any monetary return or
complaint. We are here to learn and grow, I
am sure we will remember that JCI Kowloon
plants the first seed for us and we will think of
this source when we have achievements. Let’s
keep our passion! ”

“ In JCI Kowloon, what you would
expect are Joy, Cooperation and
Inspiration.”

By HLP Andrew Wong, BBS.

Are we the Past Presidents who also fulfill
the criteria of a competent, responsible
and successful Advisor in our Chapter ?

Clarence Lai:

Henry Lau:

“ Having joined JCI Kowloon and participated in two big projects JCI Quiz
and BSU, I do feel challenging and interesting. I am so happy to meet new
friends and know different people from variety of backgrounds. After several
meetings, I wish I can contribute as most as I can and see how the projects
benefit all members, society and the world. As far as I know, there are tons of
functions in JCI and I hope I can join most of them to meet all members.”

“ JCI provides a room for me to
explore my potential, and give
me enthusiastic & energetic
companions go together!”
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Past NP Andrew began his JC career since
joining Kowloon JC in 1977. In the past 34
years, he was elected or appointed to a long
series of posts at LOM, NOM and JCI levels,
including the more notable ones like TOYP
Selection Chairman 1979, KJC President
1980, National Convention Director
1980, Hong Kong JC National President
1982, Development Officer responsible
for establishment of Macau JC 1983 and
Advisor of Macau JC from 1984 to 1994,
Hong Kong JC Trustee Chairman from 1993
to1995 and the Chairman of 2012 JCI HK
ASPAC Co. Ltd. After graduating from the
JCI Pilot Program of Training for Trainers in
1981, Past NP Andrew conducted numerous
training sessions for JCI members and nonmembers in both Hong Kong and Macau
for over 30 years. In appreciation of his
distinguished service and contribution to
JCI Kowloon, PNP Andrew was conferred
the title of Honorary Life President of JCI
Kowloon in 2014.
Past NP Andrew retired as a Directorate
officer of the Hong Kong Customs and Excise
Department in 2004. Upon his retirement,
the Hong Kong SAR Government presented
him with an award of Bronze Bauhinia Star
(BBS) in appreciation of his 34-year service
and contribution to the Customs and Hong
Kong as a whole.
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Derek Koon:
“ It is my honor to join JCI Kowloon. I came back to HK a year and a half ago
and I haven’t really had a chance to meet people outside the ‘returnee’ circle
and my profession. JCI gave me a the opportunity to meet other people
from different background. It is always interesting to know people who are
completely different to you and to know more about the place which I call
it home now. JCI will also give me the ‘unusual’ international exposure –
Mongolia. It is going to be an unusual tour, at the very least it is one of
the few places in the world HKSAR passport is more handy than
the other,
Finance & Banking
I will have the opportunity not just to go to the standard touristy
23% place but
also meet the local and to understand their cultures. I am sure it will be an
experience I will not forget in my life.”
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Through his active involvement inside and
outside JC for nearly 37 years, Past NP
Andrew has attained tons of knowledge
and experience in various fields ranging
from LOM and NOM management, project
management, parliamentary procedures
to leadership development, organization
politics etc. He is most willing to share
those knowledge and experience with
the younger generation through different
means such as the JCI Kowloon newsletter
“ Dialogue “.

Many of the seasoned members in JCI Hong
Kong hold the view that when the current
President and Board of Directors of a LOM
are able to get the support from its Past
Presidents, that LOM will stand a great chance
of becoming a successful one and should be
able to continue to grow and develop into an
organisation with strength and achievement.
However, in the Organisation Chart of all the
LOMs in JCI Hong Kong, invariably there could
be found a group of Past Presidents serving as
advisors to the incumbent President and the
Board, and yet the performance of some of
the LOMs is not really that impressive. As a
result, one may wonder if the perception of
getting support from Past Presidents is still
valid.
As it is observed over the years, getting
support from the Past Presidents is indeed
an important factor that contributes to the
success of a LOM. Without the support from
Past Presidents, the current LOM President
and Board will have to embark on a much
tougher and difficult course in their term of
office. Eventually, even with great efforts, they
are only able to make little or insignificant
achievement, if any, in their year. However,
it does not mean that all the LOMs which
are able to find some Past Presidents to join
the Panel of Advisors are bound to produce
successful results. What really makes the
difference in the value of support given by
Past Presidents hinges on two factors.
Firstly, those Past Presidents appointed as
Advisors to the current President and Board
have to be those who are equipped with
a reasonable amount of useful knowledge
and practical experience in the management
of a Chapter and JC projects. In reality, it is
difficult and unreasonable for a Past President
who did not perform well in his own JC career
and in particular the Presidency to offer good
advice and assistance to the current President
and Board members on how a Chapter should
be run. Likewise, we cannot expect a Past
President who has never chaired a project of
reasonable size to advise the Board members
on how the bidding for an award for the most
outstanding community development project
at the National Convention or ASPAC should
be done.
Secondly, perhaps the more important one
of the two factors, it is the devotion of a Past
President to the role of Advisor that matters.
In many cases, Past Presidents accepted
readily the appointment of an Advisor. While

trying to justify the appointment by telling
people that they are still willing to serve the
organisation, they have in fact thought that
the appointment is more an honorary title.
With such conception, they seldom adopt
a proactive attitude to get involved in the
planning and execution work done by the
current President and Board in Chapter or
project management. They would rather
take a passive role and wait for calls from the
President and Board members. Then, when
the requests for advice come to them, they are
not able to make any constructive response
since, due to the lack of communication with
the Board and the general membership, they
have little ideas about the backgrounds of the
issue involved or problem that occurs. Worse
still, they are not prepared to spend their
time and effort to study the matter and take
a deeper look at the situation. What they can
offer is some kind of evasive answer which
does not help to solve the problem.
Apparently, by any reasonable standard,
we do not consider those Past Presidents
described above as competent, responsible
or successful Advisors to their Chapter.
At same time, in those Chapters which are
able to produce good performance in a
consistent manner over the years, however,
we also find a group of Past Presidents
serving as Advisors to the current Board.
Unlike those Past Presidents described in the
two paragraphs above, they are proven to
be experienced, knowledgeable, resourceful
and more importantly, proactive in offering
their advice and assistance to the current
Board. Moreover, while the Past Presidents
appreciate the fact that the current President
and the Board should be given the free hand
to develop goals, set targets and make plans
for projects and activities, they are willing to
devote their time to integrate into the current
membership, establish good relationship
with members in the younger generation and
understand better the mindset of the Board
or project organising committee. With such
understanding of the goals and plans in the
current year, these Past Presidents are readily
available to offer useful advice and assistance
to rectify or strengthen any situation. Simply
put, they have become a pool of valuable
resources from which the Chapter, President
and Board members will easily benefit.
Are we the Past Presidents who also fulfill the
above criteria of a competent, responsible
and successful Advisor in our Chapter ?
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